
COCKTAIL
RECIPES



We like to say everything we do touches dirt.
We make all natural products, 
from grown in the ground ingredients,
with recipes created by bartenders.



2019 Semi-finalist
Outstanding Beer, Wine or Spirits Supplier
James Beard Foundation

2018 Alchemist Award
American Distilling Institute



Martini
By 1922 the martini reached its most 
recognizable form in which London 
dry gin and dry vermouth are combined 
at a ratio of 2:1, stirred in a mixing glass with 
ice cubes, with the optional addition of 
orange or aromatic bitters, then strained into 
a chilled cocktail glass.
Over time the generally expected garnish became 
a green olive .

A dry martini is made with dry, white vermouth. 
By the Roaring Twenties, it became common. 

A wet martini contains more vermouth; 
a 50-50 martini uses equal amounts of gin and vermouth. 
A reverse martini has more vermouth than gin.

A perfect martini uses equal amounts of sweet and dry vermouth.

The traditional martini comes in a number of variations. 
The fictional spy James Bond sometimes asked for his vodka 
martinis, which substitute vodka for gin, to be "shaken, not stirred".

2oz BROVO Gin or Vodka
1oz BROVO WItty Dry Vermouth

2-3 olives to garnish



A Manhattan is a cocktail made with whiskey, sweet vermouth, and bitters. 
While rye is the traditional whiskey of choice, other commonly used whiskies 
include Canadian whisky, bourbon or blended whiskey.
 
The cocktail is usually stirred 
then strained into a cocktail 
glass and garnished traditionally 
with a maraschino cherry. 
A Manhattan may also be served 
on the rocks in a lowball glass.

The whiskey-based Manhattan is 
one of five cocktails named for a 
New York City borough. 

Manhattan

2oz rye whiskey
1oz BROVO Jammy Sweet Vermouth

2-3 cherries to garnish



In Casino Royale, 
Ian Fleming invented 
the Vesper martini, 
with gin, vodka, 
and Kina Lillet

Vesper

 3oz BROVO Gin
1oz BROVO Vodka

3/4oz BROVO Witty Dry Vermouth
Lemon peel to garnish

'Gosh, that's certainly a drink,' said Leiter.

Bond laughed. 'When I'm ... er ... 
concentrating,' he explained, 'I never 
have more than one drink before dinner. 
But I do like that one to be large and very 
strong and very cold, and very well-made. 
I hate small portions of anything, particularly 
when they taste bad. This drink's my own i
nvention. I'm going to patent it when I think 
of a good name.'

Casino Royale Chapter 7



Gin + Tonic

2oz BROVO Gin
4oz tonic water

herbs, spices & a slice of lime to garnish

The cocktail was introduced by the
British East India Company in India. 
There and in other tropical regions, 
malaria was a persistent problem. 
In the 1700s, Scottish doctor 
George Cleghorn studied how 
quinine, a traditional malaria cure,
could be used for prevention.

The quinine was drunk in tonic water 
but the bitter taste was unpleasant.
British officers took to adding a mixture 
of water, sugar, lime and gin to the 
quinine to make it more palatable, 
thus gin and tonic was born.

Gin and tonic is a popular cocktail during the 
summer. Most recipes call for a ratio between
1:1 and 1:3. To preserve effervescence, the tonic can 
be poured down a bar spoon. The ice cools the gin, 
dulling the effect of the alcohol in the mouth & making 
the drink more pleasant and refreshing to taste. 



Negroni
1.5oz BROVO Gin
1.5oz BROVO Jammy Vermouth
1.5oz BROVO Amaro #4

Americano
1.5oz BROVO Amaro 4
1.5oz BROVO Pink Vermouth
1.5oz soda water



Spritz

1.5oz BROVO Tacoma Punk
1.5oz BROVO Pink Vermouth
1.5oz sparkling wine

’



Moscow Mule

2oz BROVO Vodka
1oz BROVO Ginger Liqueur

3oz ginger beer
mint & lime to garnish

A Moscow mule is a type of buck, therefore 
sometimes called a vodka buck.

The Moscow mule is often served in a copper mug. 
Martin went around the US to sell Smirnoff vodka 
and popularize the Moscow mule. He asked 
bartenders to pose with a specialty copper mug 
and a bottle of Smirnoff vodka, and took 
Polaroid photographs of them. He took two 
photos, leaving one with the bartender for 
display. 

The mule was born in Manhattan in 1941. 
Three friends were in the Chatham bar, 
Jack Morgan of Cock 'n' Bull Ginger Beer,  
John Martin of Heublein Brothers, and Rudolph 
Kunett of Smirnoff Vodka. They came up with 
an on the spot cocktail that used Smirnoff 
vodka, paired with ginger beer.



Frose

3oz BROVO Pink Vermouth
1oz BROVO Lemon Balm Liqueur

2oz 7 Up

Freeze it all overnight.

The Frose is a new classic cocktail, 
having been invented in New York in 
the 2000’s, at Bar Primi. 

The bar manager there wanted a 
drink that was suitable for patios, 
was refreshing and that people 
would want a few of. 

Ta-da – the frose was invented.



Hot Toddy

2oz BROVO Amaro 1
3oz hot water

star anise or cinnamon to garnish

A hot toddy, also known as hot whiskey 
in Ireland, is typically made of liquor and 
water with honey (or sometimes sugar), 
herbs (like tea) and spices, and served hot.

Hot toddy recipes vary and are traditionally 
consumed before retiring for the night, 
in wet or cold weather or to relieve the 
symptoms of the cold and flu. 

In How to Drink, Victoria Moore describes 
the drink as "the vitamin C for health, 
the honey to soothe, the alcohol to numb."

Our recipe simplifies the ingredient list-
we combine our Amaro 1 with hot water and
lemon- the alcohol, sugar and spices are 
already in the amaro!



Old Fashioned

2oz bourbon
1/2oz BROVO Boomerang Liqueur

orange peel to garnish

An old fashioned was a simple cocktail, before 
the development of advanced bartending techniques 
& recipes in the later part of the 19th century. 

The first documented definition of the word 
"cocktail" was in response to a reader's letter in the 
May 6, 1806, issue of The Balance and 
Columbian Repository. In a later issue, the 
paper's editor wrote that it was a potent 
concoction of spirits, bitters, water, and sugar; 
it was also referred to at the time as a bittered 
sling and is essentially the recipe for an 
old fashioned.

By the 1860s, it was common for  liqueurs to be 
added to the cocktail. As cocktails became 
more complex, drinkers used to simpler 
cocktails began to ask bartenders for something 
like the pre 1850's drinks. The original drink,  
in different proportions, came back into vogue, 
and was referred to as "old-fashioned". The most 
popular of the cocktails were made with whiskey, 
according to a Chicago barman, quoted in the 
Chicago Daily Tribune in 1882, with rye being 
more popular than Bourbon. 



Margarita

2oz tequila
1oz BROVO Orange Curacao

1oz lime juice

Shake with ice, garnish with lime

The margarita is related to the Daisy, 
remade with tequila instead of brandy. It 
became popular during Prohibition as 
people drifted over the border for alcohol. 

There are many founding stories for it.
   • invented in 1938 by Carlos "Danny" 
     Herrera at his restaurant Rancho La 
     Gloria, between Tijuana and Rosarito, 
     created for former Ziegfeld dancer 
     Marjorie King
   • first mixed in Juárez at Tommy's 
     Place Bar in 1942 by Francisco 
     "Pancho" Morales
   • Dallas socialite Margarita Sames  
     made the drink for her guests at her 
     Acapulco, Guerrero vacation home 
     in 1948
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